AceD & GIN Strategic Merge
It is with great pleasure to announce that GIN and AceD communities will be merging. We will keep this
announcement short and to the point because time is of the essence.

What is AceD?
AceD is primed to become a robust digital entertainment hub, with a newly released crypto-based
sportsbook, and plans to offer live-sports streaming and table games such as Poker, Blackjack, Bingo, and
much more. So essentially you can make bets on your favorite sports teams, watch your teams compete, and
play Poker all at the same time and place. The platform token currency is AceD (ERC20), but will also accept
BTC and ETH. Discounts, perks, losing bet cashbacks, and other incentives will be in-place for people who
transact with AceD.
AceD has recently completely a migration to Ethereum to allow for increased exposure, liquidity, and
integration opportunities.
Sportsbook Platform:

https://AceDBets.io

Why Merge?
A merge is mutually beneficial:

For GIN:
The original plan was to open-source the current-state of GEA to the community in hopes the
community can run off with it, but there’s been lack of engagement, and GIN team feels it’s unlikely the
community will make something happen on their own. There is no money to hire outside developers
and we are probably close to being de-listed from Livecoin. The remaining value in GIN is in the
community and the GEA concept.

For AceD:
- AceD will benefit from a larger community made up of good quality people. A merge will bring in
more users and awareness to AceD’s sportsbook, entertainment hub, and ecosystem.
- AceD has the developer resources to continue w/ GEA protocol as a separate division. We will be able
to form a dedicated team and essentially hit the ground running. We still have all the potential usecases documented from last year which we will revisit and discuss, and there may be opportunity to
utilize GEA for enriching components of AceD’s entertainment hub.
- AceD will take over and put life back into GIN’s Livecoin listing and social media accounts.
Note: Livecoin is not currently listing new coin’s, so we are in talks with them to honor the switch
once this temporary restriction is lifted.

Swap Ratio, Dates and Times:
Swap Ratio
1 GIN for 2 AceD
1 GIN for 1 AceD

Start Datetime
th

Thursday, June 11 at 12:00AM EST.
(4:00 AM UTC)
Friday July 3rd at 12:00 AM EST.
(at 4:00 AM UTC)

End Datetime
Thursday, July 2nd at 11:59 PM EST.
(3:59 AM UTC)
Friday, July 9th at 11:59 PM EST.
(3:59 AM UTC)

Sorry for tight timelines, but AceD team needs to move swiftly on this swap as exchange trading will continue
to be halted until the first phase of the swap is complete. AceD is eager to complete these swaps and continue
focusing on product enhancements, development, and marketing. Once the first swap phase is complete,
AceD can re-open trading and we can move forward together as a single unit.
We will do our best to notify community members. I hope most long-term GIN community members can take
advantage of the 1:2 swap.

Token Swap Instructions:
The token swap will be conducted via AceD’s sportsbook platform:
1. Sign up here: https://AceDBets.io
2. Deposit GIN
3. GIN will automatically convert to AceD
4. Gin balanced will be removed
5. For further questions, join Discord : https://discord.gg/yMTRTsj

Presale and Total Supply:
1. AceD token presale is live on Graviex (5 sats); 24 hours after the merge announcement the price
will be increased to (10 sats).
2. AceD will mint an additional 50 million tokens to support the merge/swap:
a. Approximately 16 million tokens will be distributed for swap
b. 10 million will go towards product development and team wallets
c. 10 million will be reserved for cold staking
d. 14 million tokens will be held for late swappers and OTC trades
e. Any unsold tokens will be added to cold staking pool

Conclusion:
We hope everyone sees the value and opportunity merging with ACED. We encourage everyone to explore
the platform and stick around for what the future holds!

